User manual
iPazzPort mini wireless USB QWERTY keyboard
with touchpad mouse combo
kp-810-21S
Contact us
Thanks for choosing iPazzPort product.
Your happy experiences with our products is our mission
If it meets your expectation, please
share the story with family members and your friends mouth-to mouth or by leaving reviews on Amazon.
If you have any suggestion or question with it , please
contact us at
Website：
www.iPazzPort.com
Email:
support@ipazzport.com
Facebook:
@iPazzPortfans
Twitter:
@iPazzPortfans
YouTube:
@iPazzPortfans

About us
UnisenGroup, established in 1996,is a high-tech enterprise focusing on practical electronics with a
self brand and global markets (with branch offices in the USA and UK.)
iPazzPort brand ,a pioneer in mini keyboard catergory ,was developed and derived from the iPazzPort
wireless hand-held touchpad keyboard in 2009,
Integrating R & D, manufacturing and selling ,we are committed to providing you with better products and
services in line with ISO9001 and other related patent certifications.
please keep one eye on our upcoming update on social platform
Please keep this for convenient after service.
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Basic descriptions
Introduction
- PC Keyboard for Home entertainment,
multi-media Education, Training, Confference,
presentation controlled with computer.
- Perfect for Raspberry pi, PC iPad, Android TV Box, Google
TV Box, Xbox360,PS3, HTPC/IPTV

Feature:
- Mini QWERTY (92 keys) with portable and handled design
- Ultra-sensitive mouse touchpad Supporting multi-touch gesture and Scrollbar
- stable and reliable USB connection ,plug and play
- auto sleep and wake mode (press any key to wake it up)
- useful multimedia keys and shortcut keys
- Useful keylock to avoid unexpected touches on the keys or touchpad
- Supports multi language(to be customized)

Specifications:
- Wireless connection
- Max Distance:10 m
- Size:147X99.5X21.6mm
- Weight:110g
- Transmit power: +5db Max
- Operation voltage: 3.3V
- Power Supply: Rechargeable Lithium-ion battery

System Requirement:
- Windows
- Mac OS
- Linux
- Android/Google/Smart TV

Package:
- Mini Keyboard
- User manual
- charging cable
-USB receiver
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1 Appearance
1) key layout and unique keys

2) indicators

note: the low power indicator blinks when the keyboard is in low power status
the charging indicator will be steady on in charging status and off when fully charged
the working indicator will resonate with every action on the keys or on the touchpad
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3) key lock

to lock and unlock
the keys and touchpad

2 How to start it
Unbox and take out the keyboard and open the back to
get out of the USB receiver

board (the working indicator will blinks and soon
goes out. 1) Switch the button (on the top right side) to “On” to power on
the key )
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2) To connect the keyboard with your PC, Pi, smart TV
(1) Plug the USB receive into the PC USB port
(2) turn on your keyboard and wait for a seconds
(3) after a while slide on your touchpad to check if the cursor
answers your finger action
Attention:
(1) Please make sure the keyboard is not in low power status
(2) The keyboard is very easy to use with plug and play function
(3) no driver programmer needed
(4) no operation on the keyboard when the PC recognizes your USB receiver
(5) please refer to the troubleshooting if there is no reaction on the keyboard
or poor signal connection

3) To charge the keyboard
The low power indicator (the first indicator) will blinks to imply low power
capacity. Please charge the keyboard with including charging cable with
three ends. You can plug the USB end to the PC USB port and the micro USB
end to the keyboard port.( another end ,as a bonus, is an external USB port
to plug in your receiver for better signal connection)
Attention:
(1) please charge the keyboard with including charging cable
(2) please charge the keyboard timely to prolong the battery expectancy
(3) you can operate the keyboard in charging status only to prolong the
charging period.
(4) the charging indicator(red)will be steady on and goes out if fully charged
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3 The details to use the keyboard

1) How to use the movie playing keys
On the top left is the movies playing part, which is intuitive enough for you to figure out what it
is for and how to use it.

Note:
(1) This part is for local player that maybe confined to soft/hard ware the device you are
applying the keyboard to.
(2) You can also remote the movie playing function by sliding on the touchpad or clicking the
direction keys

2)How to use the touchpad
The touchpad act as a mouse to facilitate you to move the cursor freely to select and confirm the
object by sliding and clicking the touchpad in the middle

Note:
（1）You will get a better feedback on zoom in /out ,pinch ,double click, select ,confirm , move ,
scrolling ,copy and paste if you slide and click on the right place .
(2) As to the gesture recognitions , you may refer to the form below or the user manual or also to
email us for details .
(3) In double click gesture ,please click the touchpad in the middle gently and briskly with two
finger points simultaneously . That is to say ,you will probably fail to make double click work
well if you click the touchpad in the wrong place (on the scrollbar instead ), or in hard and
slow way ,or with asynchronous fingers.
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3) How to use the scrollbar

.

You can also browse the page more convenient by sliding your finger on the scrollbar You may refer to
details just mentioned above. And you can find more useful tips to optimize your touchpad and scrollbar
in a article on our official site http://ipazzport.com/en_article.asp?id=19

4) How to use the navigation keys
the navigation keys include five keys (four direction keys and the key” OK”. They are very intuitive
enough. Yet there are some things you need to keep in mind.
(1) The cursor is moving word by word if you click the left /right direction and line by line ,the up/down key
(2) you can double your efficiency by click the key “page up/down” or slide on the touchpad and scrollbar

5) How to use the shortcut keys
The shortcut keys(beside the touchpad are a good way to switch freely and quickly in different interface
and function.

6)How to use the QWERTY keys and some unique keys
The basic letter keys, numerical keys and some functional keys are almost the same as a full-size
traditional keys, which will make the users to get quick familiar with the keyboard layout and find the very key
they need to operate it correctly and smoothly.

There are also some unique keys you may like.
(1) the left/right mouse keys in the left with witch you can move ,copy and paste and other more useful functions
(2) the are some blue character keys which should be used with the key”Fn’
(3) And here ,we’d like to ask for you attention to the “lock key” ,F6,with a lock icon .to avoid some unexpected
operations on keyboard in multi-media function ,some keyboard are equipped with a keyboard lock , please
follow the user manual to unlock the keyboard if you find no reaction in use ( indictor blinks but no other reaction)
There is a probability that you lock the keyboard by mistake . Never mind ,just unlock it. ( ‘FN +F6’ to unlock the
keyboard below )
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7) some useful tips to optimize this keyboard keys
(1) The four zones (the movie playing ,touchpad with scrolbar ,direction keys and QWERTY keys can
seamlessly cooperate with one anther.
(2) The touchpad with scrollbar is the attraction of the attractions. The more you know about the touchpad
and scrollbar ,the more possibility you are to make best of the keyboard.
(3) with a long press on any one of the left keys(don't let your finger off throughout the process) ,
you may slide freely to select at will.
(4) you will see two up-and-down direction arrows on the screen when double touch the combo,
slide down a bit and then the screen will slide automatically(the further you move ,the fast it slide)
(5) it is convenient for you to touch the scroll bar to browse the content (the scrolling bar is the
same as the right screen bar on the PC)
(6) multi-touch function details are available and clear in page 6 . Please refer to it.

(7) you can refer to the troubleshooting part to optimize this keyboard we will hit soon.
(8) Of course ,some care and maintenance are also necessary
(9) keep this manual to remind you of the contact info( to find our updated info and get some helps)

4 Troubleshooting
the following are some common problem and useful tips . You can also email us or leave messages on our
social platform （by searching ipazzaportfans on facebook, twitter, YouTube, Google+)
1) Failure in connection
It is much easy to connect it with other device is easy to pair (plug and use )and you don't have to pair
it next time for its auto memory function.
Please follow the steps below if you fail to connect it with other device
(1) to make sure the USB receiver is not loose in the USB port
(2) to make sure the keyboard is not in low power capacity
(3) to make sure the keyboard is powered on
(4) to make sure the keyboard is not locked by accident.
(5) to make sure the PC is not too old-fashioned to recognize the USB

Useful tips:
(1) pull out and plug the USB receiver into the USB port and wait for a few seconds(It will take the PC
some seconds to recognize the USB receive
(2) If one of the indicators blinks even without any operation on the keyboard ,the keyboard is in low
power capacity .Please charge the keyboard with the including charging cable.
(3) please switch the power button to the position “on” ( a blue light will blinks several times and then
go off
(4) Please make sure the keyboard is not locked.(the working indicator will answer every gesture but
no result on the monitor ) just press the keys “Fn” and “F6" to unlock it
(5) to check out if the system requirement of the keyboard is compatible with the PC

2) Bad or poor connection:
This may result from these reasons below that you should check out:
(1) Please make sure the resource signal is strong enough and both the devices are in good condition.
(2) Frequency interference always exists ,but we could still do something is to reduce it to the bottom
by shutting off some other unnecessary units around ,or putting the keyboard closer to the PC or
TV box.
(3) Make sure your keyboard are fully charged(not in low power capacity status )
(4) Signal strength may result from some stuffs between the keyboard and PC,so just put away the
suspected stuffs between each other.
(5) To reduce the frequency interference from the PC itself, you may plug the USB receiver into the
port of an external cable USB port instead of directly in the PC USB port.
(6) to make sure the keyboard is compatible with the PC by referring to the system requirement of the
keyboard
(7) the signal may be interrupted by uncertain reasons ,you may pull out the USB receiver or turn off
the keyboard to restart the basic connection from beginning.
(8) The keyboard have an automatic sleep and wake mode to prolong the standby time, you may click
any key to wake it up before you slide or click on the touchpad.
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3)weird touchpad
(1) About the touchpad sensitivity: You may adust the touchpad sensitivity by press the key “Fn” and
the key between the key “AIT” and “ALTGr ” ( two levels are available )

(2) Touchpad performance is confined to the wireless connection, so you make sure the signal andwireless
connection are in good condition.(you may refer to the troubleshooting part “ the bad connection”)
(3) To avoid unexpected touches on the keyboard ,this keyboard is equipped with a lock keys (Press Fn and
F6 to lock/unlock the keyboard ).If you find the working indicator blinks along with your actions on the
keyboard but no reaction on the monitor., you then unlock the keyboard as we mentioned above.
(4) Please refer to the basic gesture recognitions we stated in the page 6 ( how to use the touchpad)
(5) please slide or click on the right place and with correct gestures,

(6) We produced a specific article to solve problem about the touchpad which contains
more detailed descriptions and tips ,please refer to our official site---news– How to
make best of the touchpad and scrollbar on mini keyboard ?-http://ipazzport.com/en_article.asp?id=19
(7) Please keep our thanks card or download the latest user manual or email us or visit and leave messages
on our social platform by searching ipazzportfans
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4) confused indicators
Some users may be confused with the indicators under the key “V-” .We here to go into more details
(1) Three colors , the yellow indicator means low power capacity ,steady red one means charging status,
and blinking blue one ,working status.
(2) in use: Power on the keyboard (the yellow one and blue one blink 2-3 times then the former goes off and
then the later
(3) when the yellow indicator blinks ,please charge it with including charging cable.
(4) The working indicator is to resonate with every action on the keyboard ( on keys or touchpad or scrollbar)
note:
(1) Please refer to the picture in page 2 for more details of the position of these indicators
(2) The capslock is not available here
(3) The yellow and the blue indicator will both blink if the keyboard is locked in advance.( and this is a good
way to check out if the keyboard is locked or not )
(4) The red indicator will be steady on in charging status, and go off when fully charged

5) charging problems( can’t be charged)
Here are some suggestions for solving some common charging problems:
(1) Please fully charge the keyboard when you unbox the keyboard.( the power capacity may be a bit low
for not fully charged in factory plus the time in stock .)
(2) please charge the timely before it totally runs out to prolong the battery life expectancy
(3) Please take out the lithium battery if you don’t use this keyboard for a rather long time in case of
shortening the life expectancy of the battery
(4) Please charge the keyboard with the including charging cable to avoid damaging the battery
(5) This keyboard can be used in charging status in return to prolong the charging time
(6) The red light will be steady on in charging status and go out when fully charged
(7) Please refer to the way in page 4 to charge the keyboard correctly

6) Disposal of the rechargeable lithium battery
At the end of its serviceable life, this product should not be treated as household or general waste.
It should be handed over to the applicable collection point for the recycling of electrical and electronic
equipment, or returned to the supplier for disposal
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5 safety matters and maintenance
1.Don’t drop this keyboard into water .Never expose it to the sunlight or the fire
2. please turn off the keyboard in hospital ,airport and gas station.
3 never use it while driving .
4please take out the lithium-li battery if you keep it in standby time for a
long time.
5 please recharge the battery timely and properly .
6 make sure to use the including charging cable to recharge it.
7please handle the worthless lithium-li battery properly in case of pollution .
8please shut off other unnecessary devices to abate frequency
interference .
9 handle it gently and put it beyond infant’s reach.
10 please contact us if you have any question with this product.
11 Never take apart the unit without permssion in case unexpected damages to the keyboard that
result in invalid warranty
6 warranties

and support :

1) we value your suggestion , feedback which are important for better products and service in the future.
2) The warranties is in line with the business standard and Amazon
platform rules
3) warranties may not apply to all cases ,it depends on some other factor
like the way you use, the place you buy from, the time you keep it ,etc.
4)Please contact us for helps and warranty in valid period. please email us at support@ipazzport.com
if you have any question
5) please make clear the full name of the product and the question so that
we can support you more effectively.
6)Please keep on eye to our product updates (version, software, useful tips) on our official site and
social platform ( search iPazzPortFans on facebook ,twitter, Google+, etc) to give some suggestions
and feedbacks
7) Please share your reviews on Amazon or other platform if you like this product or email us or leave
messages on our social platform if you have any question ,suggestion ,complaints with our product
and service.
8)Please keep this for convenient after service.

7 Please contact us:
We b s i t e：
Email:
Facebook:
Tw i t t e r :
Yo u Tu b e :

w w w. i P a z z P o r t . c o m
support@ipazzport.com
@iPazzPortfans
@iPazzPortfans
@iPazzPortfans

Please keep on eye on our updates including
user manul and product info

Nice day
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